
THE FINAL REPORT

The idea of this project was born from the meeting between a delegation of the town of Spilinga with some
of our current partners known them thanks to the project “ASPIRATION” made by the instituite I.T.C Galileo
Galilei  of Vibo Valentia. The aim of the project “ FOLK, FRAGMENTS, FOOTPRINTS  AND FUTURE” it is to
introduce a European context, and not only that, our territory and our traditions.



Spilinga  is a town of the Calabria region, which is locate on the slopes  of Monte Poro. It has a population of
1564 inhabitants. The hill on which it stands the town is bounded on the north side by the valley of “Livasì”,
and on the south side by that of “Liunì”. In the past, the commune  was divided into two districts: Spilinga
and Carciadi, they were separated by a moat and they always fighting  with each other.With time the two
village have come together and become one single  common: “Spilinga”.  It  is  name according  to  same
historians comes from the greek “ Spelinka”which it means cave. This view is supported by the presence of
numerous cave.



To the west side of the town of Spilinga there are two streams that they flow into the torrent “Ruffa”. In it
there are the last witnesses of a remote epoch, unexpected  astonish historical landscape and nature. In fact
, by going up beside the bed of this torrent, we can admire the remains of 9 water mills, which they were
antill  the 1950 an important economic resource for the community. The water mills were not only a place
where to work but they were a center where people met and spoke of many other things connected with
the village center through  the mule path on foot or on donkeys.  In them there it was ground everything:
wheat, corn, barley, beans, chick peas , acorns. The ground was indispensable for the sustenance of both
the families and the animals. The origin of these water mills  can  be traced back to a period between the VII
and X centuries ,  when the Basilian monks settled  in our territory.  They were improve and increased
especially at the time of the arab invasion in the past two  centuries the water mills had a huge importance
in the economy of our commune until  1959 when  due to a flood of the torrent the water mills  were
seriously damaged , abandoned and brambles  an ivy had the upper hand on them, hiding them from  the
eyes of the people.





          

Today  the area of the broad stream is no longer an economic point of reference for the resident population,
like it was in the past, so with our project we wanted to bring to the light and enhance it by creating a
nature and historical path while preserving the ecosystem. We are thus able to make the path of the torrent
Ruffa accessible  to all, we are try to introduce the flora and fauna that inhabit it, to relive the history of the
water mills and it’s patrons, to admire the rocks, gorges, ravines. We also enticed not only the tourists that
are vacation in the near coastal municipalities adjacent to Spilinga, wanted  to visit the valley immersed in
an unspoiled setting of great beauty where nature reigns supreme , but above all we are able to incite the
inhabitants of the place disire  to revisit those places, abandoned for a long time an relive the uses, customs
and the past human activities.

         

                                                                                         



                                                  

                                  

The key element that qualifies and characterizes the area of the stream it is the biodiversity. The assets of
the flora is exceptionally rich and include a complete sample of the classic Mediterranean plants it is an
authentic unexplored botanical paradise  full of trees ( oak, laurez, elm, alder, willow , poplar…) of a wide
variety of shrubs to small fruits: lost fruits ( strawberry trees, jujube, myrtle, blackberries, loquats…..), ass
well  medicinal  plants  and  herbs  (  oregano,  fennel,  borage,  nettle…).  There  are  many  Mediterranean
“Orchids” that deserve to be admire, but the most obvious is the “ Orchids Italic “ also know as the “ naked
man “ and the tropical fern “ Woodwardia Radicans “ . Extraordinary in it’s kind and an unique beauty, it is
considered one of the olds wreckage preglaciali of the territory. Survived the era of the dinosaurs is known
to us thanks to the isolation and inaccessibility of the area . The fauna of the valley is also remarkable. Into
the most inaccessible and intricate hiding many mammals such as: “ wild boar, badger, fox, marten, weasel,
hedgehog,  and  dormouse”.  The  valley  it  is  also  the  transit  area  and  wintering,  at  different  times,  for
thrushes, hawks, snipes, larks….Among the birds of prey it can be seen buzzards, kestrels, owls, owl….



                 ...  ORCHIS ITALICA OR NAKED MAN…        

                                 

                               …WOODWARDIA RADICANS…



     

                                

                                 …FAUNA…     

  





                                       …MEETING SPILINGA…



On 29/10/2011 Spilinga starts the meeting with all  the other partners in an atmosphere of friend ship,
enthusiasm and joy. With the desire to live this new experience dedicated to the cultural enrichment and
personal in order to bring together the different cultures, traditions and peoples.

                                                                …MEETING TURKEY…



 The second meeting was held in the beautiful turkey, which for us Italian personal it was an enrichment,
being  a  different  country  from ours,  not  only  in  the  religious  sense  but  also  because  of  the  contrast
between the modern and ancient way they live.

 

                                            …MEETING ROMANIA…



                      

The third meeting took place in Romania , in Iasi, a very beautiful and large city different from the place
visited so far ( Spilinga and Burdur ). The wonderful feeling that we tried that and to fell at home even
though we were in a foreign country because their traditions, customs, costumes, and their moral values
are similar to ours.



                                           …MEETING WALES….

The  lush  green  rolling  plains  have  transferred  in  us  a  sense  of  serenity,  tranquility  and  peace.  The
organization, familiarity, kindness, sense of friendship of the Welsh associated with the picturesque sites
and their high respect for the environment, well cared, we were deeply impressed.

Thank you all for giving us the opportunity to live this wonderful experience.

A  special  thanks  to  Ian,  for  guiding  us  this  journey  and  helped  to  overcome  the  difficulties,  often
determined by our inexperience.

Thanks also to the National agency L.L.P. Florence who believed in our project.



   

     

 

 

 


